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Abstract. The best lower bound for the Resource Constrained Project Scheduling
Problem is currently based on the resolution of several large Linear Programs
(Brucker & Knust, EJOR, 107:272–288, 1998). In this paper, we show that (1)
intensive constraint propagation can be used to tighten the initial formulation of
the linear programs and (2) we introduce several sets of valid cutting planes. These
improvementsallowusto“close”16newinstancesofthePSPLIBwith60activities
and to improve the best known lower bounds of 64 instances.
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1Introduction
Many industrial schedulingproblems are variants, extensions or restrictions of the
“Resource-ConstrainedProjectSchedulingProblem”.Given (i)asetofq resources
{R1,...,Rq}withgivencapacitiesc1,...,cq,(ii)asetofnnon-interruptibleactivi-
ties{A1,...,An}ofgivenprocessingtimesp1,...,pn,(iii)anetworkofprecedence
constraints between the activities modeled as a dag G, and (iv) for each activity Ai
and each resource Rr the amount cir of the resource required by the activity over
itsexecution,thegoaloftheRCPSPistoﬁndaschedulemeetingalltheconstraints
whose makespan (i.e., the time at which all activities are ﬁnished) is minimal. The
decision variant of the RCPSP, i.e., the problem of determiningwhether there ex-
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ists a schedule of makespan smaller than a given deadline, is NP-hard in the strong
sense [15].
The intractability of the RCPSP has motivated test of numerous optimization
techniques and led to an extensive literature. Overviews of heuristic and exact
procedures can be found in [18] and [12]. In order to improve the behavior of exact
algorithms, like branch and bound, a wide variety of bounding techniques have
beenproposed.Thetechniquestocomputelowerboundsontheminimalmakespan
are roughly of three kinds: (1) the “speciﬁc” techniques, as called in [17], which
rely on basic combinatorial arguments, (2) the relaxation of integer formulations
(LPandLagrangianrelaxations)[4,10,22],and(3)theconstraint-basedtechniques
[2,8,13,17].
Amongthe LP-based approaches, Ming ozzi et al. [22] describe a new inte-
ger programming formulation for the RCPSP and propose some linear relaxations.
Brucker and Knust [4] strengthen one of this relaxation by taking into account time
windows for the activities and use column generation to deal with the large number
of variables. Moreover, they preprocess the linear program, using constraint prop-
agation, to reduce time windows, and compute their bound under a “destructive”
approach: The lower bound is the maximal value T for which it can be proven that
nosolutionexistswithvaluelowerthanT.Recently,Demasseyetal.[11]proposed
a similar destructive lower bound includingconstraint propag ation as preprocess-
ingof an other linear relaxation of the RCPSP. They use then some CP deductions
to generate cutting planes for the linear program. These two last bounds are rather
expensive in term of CPU time but they are currently the best one on the standard
PSPLIB benchmark sets.
In this paper, we present an improvement of the Brucker and Knust bound:
(1) We improve the preprocessingstep thanks to intensive constraint propag ation
techniques and (2) we introduce several energetic reasoning-based cutting-planes
for the linear program. These new bounds allow us to improve the best known
lower bounds for several instances of the PSPLIB. Although this was not our initial
purpose, the preprocessingstep happened to improve a lot the behavior of a basic
branchandboundprocedureandwehaveimprovedthebestknownupperboundsof
some instances of the PSPLIB. Altogether, we have been able to close 16 instances
ofthePSPLIBandimprovethebestknownlowerboundsof64instances.Compared
to the previously best known bounds, the average gap (distance from the lower to
the upper bound) reduction is 13.5%.
Table 1 provides a summary of the notation that will be used throughout this
paper. The ﬁrst seven lines correspond to the initial data of the instance while the
three last ones (release date and deadline) change during the search.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we describe our naive branch
and bound procedure relyingon the standard mechanisms of IlogScheduler. In
Section 3, we show how the amount of constraint propagation can be increased
by adding“redundant machines” to the initial schedulingproblem. To build these
machines, we solve a Mixed Integer Program (MIP) also described in Section 3.
Sections 4, 5, 6 and 7 are dedicated to the presentation of Brucker and Knust
lower bound and to the cuts that we have added to tighten the linear formulation.
Experimental results are reported in Section 8.Tight LP bounds for resource constrained project scheduling 3
Table 1. Notation and deﬁnitions
A1,...,A n activities of a project
pi processingtime of activity Ai
G acyclic digraph of precedence constraints between activities
G(Ai) set of all successors of Ai in G
R1,...,R q renewable resources
cr capacity of resource Rr (constant duringthe schedulingperiod)
cir amount of resource Rr used duringthe execution of Ai
ri release date of activity Ai
di deadline of activity Ai
[ri,d i] time window of activity Ai
2 A simple constraint programming framework
ConstraintProgrammingisaparadigmaimedatsolvingcombinatorialoptimization
problems. Often these combinatorial optimization problems are solved by deﬁning
them as one or several instances of the Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP).
Informally speaking, an instance of the CSP is described by a set of variables, a set
of possible values for each variable, and a set of constraints between the variables.
The set of possible values of a variable is called the variable’s domain. A constraint
between variables expresses which combinations of values for the variables are al-
lowed.Constraintscanbestatedeitherimplicitly(alsocalledintentionally),e.g.,an
arithmetic formula, or explicitly (also called extensionally), where each constraint
is expressed as a set of tuples of values that satisfy the constraint. An example of an
implicitly stated constraint on the integer variables x and y is x<y . An example
of an explicitly stated constraint on the integer variables x and y with domains
{1,2,3} and {1,2,3,4} is the tuple set {(1,1),(2,3),(3,4)}. The question to be
answeredforaninstanceoftheCSPiswhetherthereexistsanassignmentofvalues
to variables, such that all constraints are satisﬁed. Such an assignment is called a
solution of the CSP.
One of the key ideas of constraint programming is that constraints can be used
“actively” to reduce the computational effort needed to solve combinatorial prob-
lems. Constraints are thus not only used to test the validity of a solution, as in
conventional programming languages, but also in an active mode to remove values
from the domains, deduce new constraints, and detect inconsistencies. This pro-
cess of actively usingconstraints to come to certain deductions is called constraint
propagation. The speciﬁc deductions that result in the removal of values from the
domainsarecalleddomainreductions.Thesetofvaluesinthedomainofavariable
that are not invalidated by constraint propagation is called the current domain of
that variable.
As the general CSP is NP-complete constraint propagation is usually incom-
plete. This means that some but not all the consequences of the set of constraints
are deduced. In particular, constraint propagation cannot detect all inconsistencies.4 P. Baptiste and S. Demassey
Consequently, one needs to perform some kind of search to determine if the CSP
instance at hand has a solution or not. Most commonly, search is performed by
means of a tree search algorithm.
A constraint programming model for the RCPSP
We use the followingmodel to represent the RCPSP. One constrained integ er vari-
able is associated with each activity Ai. It represents the start time of the activity.
Moreover, we introduce an additional activity An+1 with pn+1 =0that is con-
strained to start after the completion of any other activity. The makespan of the
project is then exactly the startingtime of An+1. The initial domains of all the
n +1start variables are {0,...,

pi} where

pi is a basic upper bound of the
optimal project duration. In the following, we associate a time window [ri,d i] (re-
lease date, deadline) to each activity. ri is the minimal value in the domain of the
startingtime variable and di is the maximal value in the domain of the startingtime
plus the processingtime.
First,theRCPSPisanoptimizationproblem.Thegoalistodetermineasolution
with minimal makespan and prove the optimality of the solution. A common tech-
nique to look for an optimal solution is to solve successive decision variants of the
problem. Several strategies can be considered. One way is to iterate on the possible
values, either from the lower bound of its domain up to the upper bound until one
solution is found, or from the upper bound down to the lower bound determining
each time whether there still is a solution. Another way is to use a dichotomizing
algorithm,whereonestartsbycomputinganinitialupperbounddn+1 andaninitial
lower bound rn+1 for the makespan. Then
1. Set T =

rn+1 + dn+1
2

.
2. Constrain the startingtime of An+1 to be at most T and solve the resulting
decision problem, i.e., determine a solution with makespan lower than or equal
to T or prove that no such solution exists. If a solution is found, set dn+1 to the
value of makespan in the solution; otherwise, set rn+1 to T +1 .
3. Iterate steps 1 and 2 until dn+1 = rn+1.
A branchingprocedure with constraint propag ation at each node of the search
tree is used to determine whether the problem with makespan at most T accepts
a solution. The two important ingredients in this procedure are (1) the techniques
usedtopropagatetheconstraintsand(2)theheuristicsusedtobuildthesearchtree.
Performingmore constraintpropagationservestwopurposes:ﬁrst,detectthat
a partial solution at a given node cannot be extended into a complete solution with
makespanlowerthanorequaltoT;second,reducethedomainsofthestartandend
variables (i.e., tighten the time windows), thereby providing useful information on
which variables are the most constrained.
Inourframework,aprecedencebetweentwoactivitiesAi andAj ismodeledby
alinearconstraintbetweenthestartingtimevariables.Suchconstraintscanbeeasily
propagatedusingastandardarc-B-consistencyalgorithm[20].Inaddition,avariant
of Ford’s algorithm (see for instance [16]) proposed by Cesta and Oddi [9] can beTight LP bounds for resource constrained project scheduling 5
used to detect any inconsistency between such constraints, in time polynomial in
the number of constraints (and independent of the domain sizes).
Complexconstraintpropagationtechniqueshavebeenproposedforcumulative
resources [3,7,23] but the cost of these algorithms is usually not balanced by the
subsequent reduction of search. In this paper, we have decided to use the simple
Time-Table mechanism, widely used in Constraint-Based Schedulingtools, that
allows to propagate the resource constraints in an incremental fashion. It relies
on an explicit data structure called “Time-Table” to maintain information about
resource utilization and resource availability over time. Resource constraints are
propagatedintwodirections:fromresourcestoactivities,toupdatethetimebounds
of activities (earliest start times and latest end times) accordingto the availability
of resources, and from activities to resources, to update the Time-Tables according
to the time bounds of activities. We refer to [19] for a detailed description of Time-
Tables.
Besidesconstraintpropagation,aconstraint-basedschedulingprocedureisalso
characterizedbythewaythesearchtreeisbuilt.Weusethebasicsearchprocedure
preimplemented in IlogScheduler [3,19] that chronolog ically builds a schedule:
1. Initialize the set of selectable activities to the complete set of activities to
schedule.
2. If all the activities have ﬁxed start and end times, a solution is found, then exit.
Otherwise, remove from the set of selectable activities those activities which
have ﬁxed start and end times.
3. Ifthesetofselectableactivitiesisnotempty,selectanactivityfromtheset(one
with smallest deadline), create a choice point (i.e., a node in the search tree) for
the selected activity to allow backtrackingand schedule the selected activity
from its earliest start time to its earliest end time. Then go to step 2.
4. If the set of selectable activities is empty, backtrack to the most recent choice
point. (If there is no such choice point, report that there is no problem solution
and exit.)
5. Upon backtracking, mark the activity that was scheduled at the considered
choice point as not selectable as longas its earliest start and end times have not
changed. Then go to step 2.
3 MIPs to build redundant single machines
Followingthe ideas of [2,5], we have decided to g enerate redundant machine con-
straints (a machine is a resource with unit capacity). Such redundant constraints
are useful for at least two reasons:
– On a machine, edge-ﬁnding constraint propagation can be applied. It consists
in determiningwhether an activity must, can, or cannot be the ﬁrst or the last
to execute amonga set of activities that require the same machine [6]. This
mechanism provides tightened time bounds for activities requiring the same
machine. It is known to be extremely powerful and can be implemented in
O(nlogn).6 P. Baptiste and S. Demassey
– Speciﬁcbranchingschemeshavebeendesignedtoschedulemachines.Directly
inspired by the large amount of work dedicated to job-shop scheduling, these
schemes consist in orderingall activities that require the same sing le machine.
OrderingthesinglemachinesbeforeapplyingthebranchingschemeofSection2
drasticallyimprovestheperformanceofthebranchandbound.Inthispaper,we
rely on the edg e-ﬁndingimplementation of IlogScheduler, already described
in [1].
To generate redundant single machines, we look for sets of activities that are
known not to overlap in any feasible solution. Note that two activities (Ai,A j)
never overlap in time (1) if there is a precedence constraint between Ai and Aj or
(2) if there is a resource such that the total amount of capacity required by Ai and
Aj on the considered resource exceeds its capacity. In the following, two activities
meetingconditions (1) or (2) are said to be “compatible”. Any set of activities in
which all activities are pairwise compatible is a candidate redundant machine.
We associate a binary variable Xi ∈{ 0,1} to each activity Ai (Xi equals 1
when Ai belongs to the single machine under construction, 0 otherwise). A vector
X corresponds to a valid redundant machine if for all activities Ai,A j that are not
compatible, Xi + Xj ≤ 1.
Since the edge-ﬁnding constraint propagation algorithm is costly in terms of
CPU time, very few redundant machines can be generated. Hence, we have to
heuristically select some of them. Our intuition is that “good” redundant machines
are heavily loaded so, we try to ﬁnd a vector X that maximizes

piXi. The
resultingproblem is a MIP with n variables and at most n2 constraints (much less
in practice). In [2], a greedy heuristic was used to build a solution to a similar MIP.
Initial experiments have shown that, in terms of ﬁnal reduction of time windows,
it is much better to solve the MIP to optimality.
Following[2], we have decided to add several redundant machines to the prob-
lem.Moreprecisely,webuildoneglobalredundantmachineaccordingtotheabove
MIP and one redundant machine per cumulative resource. For each cumulative re-
source, we create a redundant machine in which we put all the activities requiring
morethanhalfoftheresource(suchactivitiesneveroverlapintime).Wethentryto
add some extra activities on this redundant machine. To do so, we modify the MIP
by replacing Xu variables correspondingto activities Au that are already on the
redundantmachineby1(theotherXu variablesremain).Wethenhavea“reduced”
MIP that is solved to optimality.
4 Brucker and Knust “destructive” bound
In this section, we precisely describe the lower bound of Brucker and Knust [4]
evocated in the introduction. In [22], Mingozzi et al. have presented a new LP-
formulation for a relaxation of the RCPSP, where preemption is allowed and con-
junctions (i.e., precedence constraints Aj ∈ G(Ai)) are treated as disjunctions
(Aj ∈ G(Ai) or Ai ∈ G(Aj)). This formulation is built on the notion of “feasible
subsets”, i.e., sets of activities that can be processed in parallel. Due to the large
number of variables (one for each feasible subset), they approximate the optimalTight LP bounds for resource constrained project scheduling 7
value of this LP by computingheuristic solutions of the dual prog ram. Brucker and
Knust solve a strengthened version of Mingozzi formulation. They divide the time
horizon [0,T] and consider, for each time subinterval I, feasible subsets of activi-
ties that can effectively be processed within I, accordingto the time windows. In
ordertotightenthetimewindowsoftheactivities,theyﬁrstuseconstraintpropaga-
tion techniques, includinginterval consistency, immediate selection, edg e-ﬁnding
and symmetric triples. Finally, they deal with the size of the linear program by
usinga column g eneration procedure. Followingthe destructive approach of Klein
and Scholl [17], they do not compute directly a lower bound by solvingsuch a
LP-relaxation. Actually, they try to prove infeasibility of a given value T for the
makespan, by ﬁrst applyingconstraint propag ation, then else by showing , with col-
umn generation, that the LP-relaxation has no solution. Hence, by a dichotomizing
search, they look for the the maximal value T such that T − 1 i sp r o v e dt ob ea n
infeasible makespan.
Inthefollowing,werecalltheLPmodelusedbyBruckerandKnust(wefollow
the same notation and terminology). Given a trial makespan T, we assume that the
constraint propagation has not detected infeasibility, i.e., for each activity Ai, the
time window [ri,d i] is larger than the duration pi.
Let z0 <z 1 <. . .<z τ denote the ordered sequence of all different ri and di
values. For all t ∈{ 1,...,τ}, It denotes the interval [zt−1,z t] and F(t) is the set
of activities Ai that can be scheduled in It, i.e., ri ≤ zt−1 and zt ≤ di.
AsubsetX ⊂ Ft issaidtobefeasibleifallactivitiesinX canbesimultaneously
processed, i.e.,
∀Ai,A j ∈ X,Ai / ∈ G(Aj) and Aj / ∈ G(Ai)
∀r ∈{ 1,...,q},

Ai∈X cir ≤ cr
For any interval It, qt denotes the total number of feasible subsets of the interval
and Xjt (1 ≤ j ≤ qt) denotes all feasible subsets of the interval. With each set Xjt
is associated an incidence vector ajt ∈{ 0,1}n (a
jt
i =1iff i ∈ Xjt).
We have one variable xjt per feasible subset in an interval t. It denotes the
number of time units where all activities in Xjt are processed simultaneously.
Non-negative artiﬁcial variables ut, t ∈{ 1,...,τ} are also introduced in order
to turn the decision problem into an optimization problem. If precedence and non-
preemption constraints are relaxed, it is easy to see that the schedulingproblem is
feasible if and only if the followinglinear prog ram has the optimal value zero.
(LPBK) min
τ 
t=1
ut (1)
subject to:
τ 
t=1
qt 
j=1
a
jt
i xjt ≥ pi ∀i ∈{ 1,...,n} (2)
qt 
j=1
xjt − ut ≤ zt − zt−1 ∀t ∈{ 1,...,τ} (3)8 P. Baptiste and S. Demassey
xjt ≥ 0 ∀t ∈{ 1,...,τ}, ∀j ∈{ 1,...,qt} (4)
ut ≥ 0 ∀t ∈{ 1,...,τ} (5)
Asshownin[4],(LPBK)isalargelinearprogram(thetotalnumberofvariables
grows exponentially with n) that can be efﬁciently solved with column generation.
At each iteration, to generate improving columns, we have to solve a multidimen-
sional knapsack problem. Brucker and Knust [4] describe a speciﬁc branch and
bound algorithm for this purpose while we directly model the problem as a MIP
solved by Cplex. In the following, we introduce several cuts to be added to the
linear program. Still the same column generation scheme can be used.
5 Energetic cuts
Weintroduceasetofcutsbasedon“energeticreasoning”[14,21]:Givenaresource
and an interval of time, the “required consumption” of all the activities over the
intervaliscomparedtothe“provided”amountofresourceduringthesameinterval.
GivenanactivityAi andatimeinterval[s,e],wedeﬁnep(Ai,s,e),therequired
duration of Ai over [s,e], as the minimum of
1. e − s, the length of the interval;
2. p
+
i (s) = max(0,p i − max(0,s− ri)), the number of time units duringwhich
Ai executes after time s if Ai is left-shifted, i.e., scheduled as soon as possible;
3. p
−
i (e) = max(0,p i −max(0,d i −e)), the number of time units duringwhich
Ai executesbeforetimeeifAi isright-shifted,i.e.,scheduledaslateaspossible.
Giventhisdeﬁnition,itiseasytoseethat,inanyfeasibleschedule,atleastp(Ai,s,e)
units of Ai are scheduled in [s,e] and hence its required energy consumption on a
resource Rr,i sp(Ai,s,e)∗cir. So, the traditional energetic reasoning mechanism
consists in checkingthat
∀s,∀e,

i
p(Ai,s,e) ∗ cir ≤ (e − s)cr.
In our case, energetic reasoning is even more simple. We add a constraint, for any
interval [s,e] (=[ zσ,z ε]), statingthat at least p(Ai,s,e) units of Ai have to be
processed. This leads to the followingcuttingplanes:
ε 
t=σ
qt 
j=1
a
jt
i xjt = p(Ai,z σ,z ε) ∀i ∈{ 1,...,n}, ∀σ,ε ∈{ 0,...,τ},σ<ε
(6)
6 Non-preemptive cuts
Inspired by energetic cuts, we have built more complex non-preemptive cuts. The
basic idea is to consider a subset of non-overlappingtime intervals and to compute
anon-preemptiveupperboundonthenumberoftimeunitsduringwhichanactivity
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Forexample,letAi beanactivitywithri =1 ,di =1 2 ,andpi =5andconsider
two intervals [1,4] and [9,11]. In a non-preemptive schedule, Ai cannot overlap
with both [1,4] and [9,11]. Hence, Ai is processed duringat most 3 time units in
[1,4] ∪ [9,11].
More formally, given a subset of indices Ψ ⊆{ 1,...,τ}, and an activity
Ai, we claim that if the distance zt−1 − zt between any two intervals It and It
(t,t  ∈ Ψ ,t<t  ) is greater than or equal to the duration of Ai then, in any feasible
non-preemptive schedule, activity Ai cannot be processed in more than one of the
intervals of Ψ. For such an activity Ai and a subset Ψ, this leads to a new linear
cuttingplane for (LPBK):

t∈Ψ
qt 
j=1
a
jt
i xjt ≤ max{zt − zt−1 | t ∈ Ψ}. (7)
Of course, many such constraints could be added and we consider only the
subsets of constraints built as follows. For each activity Ai and each index t ∈
{1,...,τ}, we deﬁne the subset of interval indices Ψ(t,i) as follows:
1. Initialize Ψ(t,i) to {t}
2. ExtendForward:Letθ = max(Ψ(t,i))andletθ  bethesmallestintegergreater
than θ such that zθ+1 + pi ≤ zθ and zθ+1 − zθ ≤ zt+1 − zt. If no such θ 
exists, go to step 3. Otherwise add θ  to Ψ(t,i) and iterate.
3. Extend Backward: Let θ = min(Ψ(t,i)) and let θ  the largest integer lower
than θ such that zθ+1 ≤ zθ − pi and zθ+1 − zθ ≤ zt+1 − zt. If no such θ 
exists then the set Ψ(t,i) is completed, exit. Otherwise add θ  to Ψ(t,i) and
iterate.
With this deﬁnition, it is easy to see that the distance between any two intervals of
Ψ(t,i) is greater than pi and thus we can add a cuttingplane as deﬁned above for
the correspondingsubset Ψ(t,i).
7 Precedence cuts
It is difﬁcult to take into account the precedence constraints directly in the linear
program (LPBK). Still, it happens to be useful to introduce a weak formulation of
these constraints.
For each activity Ai, we add a new variable mi that represents the mid-point of
Ai (mi equals the average of the starting time and the completion time of Ai on a
non-preemptiveschedule).Ofcourse,wecaneasilyexpressprecedenceconstraints:
mj − mi ≥
pi + pj
2
∀i ∈{ 1,...,n}, ∀Aj ∈ G(Ai). (8)
We can also link the mid-point variables to the xjt variables. To do so, we split
an activity Ai into small pieces Ai1,A i2,···,A iτ. The piece Ait corresponds to
the part of Ai processed in interval It =[ zt−1,z t]. Let then pit and mit denote
respectively the duration of Ait and its mid-point. Hence we have
pit =
qt 
j=1
a
jt
i xjt,10 P. Baptiste and S. Demassey
and,
mi =
1
pi
τ 
t=1
mitpit.
Furthermore, assumingnon-preemption, for each interval It duringwhich Ai is in
process, we have pit ≥ 1. Then mit is at least zt−1 + 1
2 and at most ≤ zt − 1
2.
Hence we have ∀i ∈{ 1,...,n}
τ 
t=1
(zt−1 +
1
2
)
qt 
j=1
a
jt
i xjt ≤ mipi ≤
τ 
t=1
(zt −
1
2
)
qt 
j=1
a
jt
i xjt. (9)
8 Experimental results
AllexperimentshavebeenledonaHPOmnibookPentiumIIIrunningat720MHz.
Our new bounds have been tested on the 480 instances of the standard PSPLIB
benchmark with 60 activities. All experimental results are available online:
http://www.lix.polytechnique.fr/˜ baptiste/lb rcpsp.html
Given the large number of instances, we ﬁrst decided to “remove” the easy
ones by addingthe redundant machines as described in Section 3 and by running
the basic branch and bound procedure of Section 2 duringat most 90.0 seconds of
CPU time. The average CPU time required to solve the MIPs building redundant
machines (Sect. 3) is low (2.4 seconds on the average with a maximum of 8.8
seconds). Surprisingly, 373 instances were solved by the branch and bound in an
average CPU time of 0.7 seconds. Among these instances, 12 were still open in the
PSPLIB.
Amongthe107“non-easy”remaininginstances,wehavetestedthethreelower
bounds described in Sections 4, 5, 6 and 7.
– The “LB-BK” bound corresponds to the lower bound of Brucker and Knust as
described in Section 4 (recall that, although this is the same lower-bound, the
preprocessingis not the same).
– The“LB-BK-E”isobtainedbyaddingtheEnergeticcuttingplanestothelinear
program (Sect. 5).
– Finally, the “LB-BK-E-PREC” bound is obtained by addingthe Energ etic cut-
tingplanes, the Non-Preemptive cuttingplanes (Sect. 6) and the Precedence
cuttingplanes (Sect. 7) to the linear prog ram.
Recall that these bounds are “destructive”: the lower bound is the maximal value T
for which it can be proven that no solution exists with value lower than T. To reach
T as fast as possible, we use a dichotomizingalg orithm for LB-BK. For the two
remainingbounds, we just try to increase the lower bound one unit after another.
LB-BK required 172.7 seconds on the average. It is always at least as good as
the lower bound provided by Brucker and Knust and improves on the best known
lower bound for 34 of the 107 instances (the improvement is sometimes as large as
12%). We believe that this improvement comes from our preprocessingstep that
relies on the propagation on redundant machines (Sect. 3).Tight LP bounds for resource constrained project scheduling 11
Compared to LB-BK, LB-BK-E improves the lower bound on 7 instances but
the improvement is relatively small (1 or 2 units of makespan). Surprisingly, the
LB-BK-E lower bounds were reached slightly faster than LB-BK (141.2 seconds
ontheaverage).Thiscomesfromthefactthatwhileseveraliterationswererequired
for LB-BK, few iterations were required for LB-BK-E.
LB-BK-E-PRECimprovesinturnonLB-BK-E.Indeed,14morelowerbounds
areimprovedinanaverageCPUtimeof284.6seconds.Asbefore,theimprovement
is relatively small. LB-BK-E-PREC allows us to close 4 more instances.
Altogether,wehavebeenabletoclose16instancesofthePSPLIBandimprove
the best known lower bounds of 64 instances. The average gap reduction is 13.5%.
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